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New to 2020/2021 - due to the unusual circumstances this year the issue labels have been adjusted. Students can park without a label until September 14 (but labels will be required from September 14). The FHS office will give out labels before and after school within the first two weeks - only on days when a student is
assigned to the building. From September 14, any vehicle without a valid FHS parking ticket will receive a ticket. Parking labels are issued in the office, and requirements include completed application (online or paper copy), payment (online or in person at the time of issue), driver's license and current insurance
certificate (on the registered vehicle) - the insurance card must have a valid date. Please click here for full parking guide and rules in recognition. Parents/students need to understand that all rules related to Franklin High School parking rights are included in school board rules 5364. Parents give their child permission to
drive to and from school and understand that this entitlement can be suspended or revoked due to inappropriate behaviour. If a student violates the rules of the Policy or student manual, please note that parking privileges will be revoked and the payment of the permit will not be refunded.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________A following information about our process in a normal year .............. FHS Student Parking is issued at
a cost of $100 per semester. The first application can be made in early August each year during fps Back to school Online Check In. Parents need to make sure that Power School access is current and as they complete the Online Check In they will be asked to fill in their parking application details. At the end of August,
students who have completed Online Parking Information will be able to get an office certificate for their current car insurance (the current coverage dates for the vehicle included in the application), show their driver's license, and make a $100 payment (if they haven't paid online), and receive a parking label. Student
parking is a Franklin High School privilege – students and parents should be aware of parking instructions – please click here for the full version. *Note: Franklin Public Schools requires that all students be allowed to drive a motor vehicle and from school to carry liability insurance for the vehicle issued by a state-certified
insurance company. Parental permission involves completing an online app to sign back to school online (or fill in a newer parking app). Parents/students need to understand that All rules related to Franklin High School parking rights are included in school board 5364 rules. Parents parents that their child is driving to and
from school and understands that this entitlement may be suspended or revoked due to inappropriate behaviour. If a student violates the rules of the Policy or student manual, please note that parking privileges will be revoked and the payment of the permit will not be refunded. Students must have a school-issued
parking pass in 2016-17 to park on the school's lots, and all student leaders must park on the school's lots. Parking passes go on sale Monday, August 22. Parking spaces will not be assigned specific passes this year. Parking is done in the first place for the first time. To qualify for the first batch, the student must be a
junior or older and meet the participation requirements (perfect attendance during the 15-16 academic year) or academic requirements (earn a 30 or higher part of the ACT). Admissions can be purchased at the main office for $5. The following application must be completed before purchasing the pass. Apply for a
parking pass - Students must sign in to their school-issued Google Account to complete the application. DRIVING AND PARKING RULES On the way to school, it is only reserved for young people and the elderly who have the necessary qualifications1. All vehicles parked on school grounds shall be registered with the
school and the rear-view mirror shall bear the current licence, which shall face towards the front of the vehicle.2. Parking is strictly limited to student parking.3. All students must be licensed and insured. The school is not responsible for the car or its contents.4. Do not loiter in the parking lot or visit without permission.5.
There will be speeding at 15 miles per hour or any reckless driving in or around schoolproperties.6. Vehicles must be searched if there are reasonable grounds to believe that drugs, alcohol, stolen property or other smuggling may be in the vehicle.7. Parking regulations are strictly enforced. It is considered a privilege to
park on school grounds. Suspension from school can occur if these rules are violated.8. All driving regulations and laws defined by the State of Indiana apply to driving on school grounds, unless otherwise stated.9. At the end of the school day, students must leave the parking lot at the exit of Franklin Road.10. The safety
belt must always be worn on the vehicles.11. After the student's fourth delay, driving privileges may be revoked for the remainder of the semester. If it is delayed at the end of the fourth half of the year, management rights will be revoked for the following semester.12. Bicycles and scooters are not permitted as
transportation to school.13. Students who work in the school building leave without your permission, for the rest of the year, in addition to other school discipline procedures. Students who do not follow driving and parking rules can train their cars at their own expense and are denied the privilege of driving to school,
among other disciplinary procedures. FCHS School before Traffic MapDownload MATLAB is a programming language developed by MathWorks. It started out as a matrix programming language where linear algebra programming was simple. It can run during interactive sessions or as a batch job. This tutorial gives
aggressively gentle introduction of MATLAB programming language. It is designed to make students fluent in MATLAB programming language. Problem-based MATLAB examples are provided in a simple and simple way to make learning fast and effective. Audience This tutorial is designed for beginners to help them
understand the basic and advanced features of MATLAB. After completing this tutorial you will find yourself with a moderate level of expertise using MATLAB, from which you can take yourself to the next level. Prerequisites Assume that you have a little knowledge of all computer programming and understand concepts
like variables, constants, expression, statements, etc. If you've done programming in any other high-level programming language like C, C++ or Java, then it will be very useful and learning MATLAB will be like a fun one for you. MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a fourth-generation high-level programming language and
interactive environment for numerical calculation, visualization, and programming. MATLAB was developed by MathWorks. This allows matrix manipulations; representation of functions and data; implementation of algorithms; creating user interfaces; connection to programmes written in other languages, including C,
C++, Java and FORTRAN; analysis of data; algorithms are being developed; and create models and apps. Many of its built-in commands and math functions help you mathematically calculate, create plots, and perform numerical methods. MATLAB's computational math matlab is used in all areas of computer
mathematics. Below are some commonly used mathematical calculations where they are used most often − Handling matrices and arrays 2-D and 3-D plotting and graphics Linear Algebra Algebraic equations Non-linear functions statistical data analysis calculation and differential equations Numerical calculations
integration transforms curve fitting various other special features of MATLAB following the basic characteristics of MATLAB − It is a high level language numerical calculation calculation , visualization and application development. Provides an interactive environment for iterative exploration, planning, and problem solving.
It provides a huge library of mathematical functions with linear algebra, Fourier analysis, filtering, optimization, numeric integration and solving normal differential formulas. It provides built-in graphics for displaying data and creating custom plots. MATLAB's programming interface provides development tools to improve
code quality maintenance and maximize performance. It provides the tools for the construction of applications with custom graphical surfaces. It provides features that integrate MATLAB-based algorithms with third-party applications and languages, such as c, Java, .NET, and Microsoft Excel. MATLAB's MATLAB uses
are widely used as computer tools for science and engineering, which includes physics, chemistry, mathematics and all engineering streams. It is used in many applications, including − Signal Processing and Communication Image and Videoprocessing Control Systems Test and Measurement Computational Finance



Computational Biology MATLAB environment, which acts as a supercomplex calculator. You can specify commands from the &gt;&gt; command line. MATLAB is an interpreted environment. In other words, it gives an order and MATLAB executes it immediately. Hands on Practice Enter a valid phrase, for example, 5 + 5
And press ENTER If you click Ctrl+E, MATLAB will execute it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 10 Let's take a few more examples − 3 ^ 2 % 3 to 2 power, if you click Execute, or type ctrl +E, MATLAB performs it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 9 Another example, sin(pi /2) % sine angle 90o
When you click execute or type Ctrl +E, MATLAB executes it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 1 Another example, 7/0 % Division with zero When you click the Execute button, or type Ctrl +E, MATLAB executes it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 1 Another example , 7/0 % Division with zero If you
click Execute or type ctrl +E, MATLAB executes it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 1 Another example, 7/0 % Division with zero When you click Fill, or type ctrl +E, MATLAB executes it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 1 Another example, 7/0 % Division with zero If you click Execute, or type ctrl
+E, MATLAB executes it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 1 Another example, 7/0 % Division with Zero If you click Execute, or type Ctrl +E, MATLAB executes immediately and the result is returned , MATLAB executes it immediately, and the returned result − ans = Inf warning: division by zero Another
example, 732 * 20.3 If you click Fill , or enter Ctrl+E, MATLAB executes it immediately, and the returned result − ans = 1.4860e+04 MATLAB for some mathematical symbols, such as pi π, Inf ∞, i (and j) √-1, etc. Nan's report is not a number. Use a semicolon (;) the MATLAB semicolon (;) indicates the end of the
PivotTable report. However, if you want to press and hide the MATLAB output of an expression, add a semicolon after the expression. For example, x = 3; y = x + 5 If you click Execute or type Ctrl+E, MATLAB executes immediately, and the result returned − y = 8 Add comments The percentage symbol (%) to indicate a
line of comments. For example, x = 9 % assigns the value of 9 to x. The MATLAB Editor includes tools and context menu items that help you add, remove, or change comments. Commonly used operators and special special MATLAB supports the following commonly used operators and special characters − Operator
Purpose + Plus; addition handler. Minus, minus. extraction operator. * Scalar and matrix multiplication operator. .* Array multiplication operator. ^ Scalar and matrix exponential operator. .^ Array Exponent Operator. \ Left Business Unit Operator. / Right division operator. .\ Array-left division operator. ./ Array right division
operator. : Colon; regularly creates distributed items and indicates an entire row or column. ( ) Parentheses; it surrounds function arguments and array indices; overrides the priorities. [ ] Parentheses; block elements of the house. . Decimal point. ... Ellipse; line-continuation operator , Comma; it separates the declarations
and elements one after the other; Semicolon; separates the columns and disables the display. %percent sign; select a comment and format it. _ Quote sign and transpose operator. ._ Un conjugated transponate handler. = Assignment operator. Advanced variables and constants MATLAB supports the following advanced
variables and constants − Name meaning ans Latest response. the ep accuracy of the floating point accuracy. i,j The imaginary unit √-1. Inf Infinite. NaN Undefined numeric result (nonnumeric). pi Number π naming variables Variables consist of a letter followed by any number of letters, digits, or underscores. MATLAB is
case-sensitive. Variable names can be any length, but MATLAB uses only the first N characters, where N specifies namelengthmax. Save Work: Save is used to save all variables in the workspace as .mat files in the current directory. For example, save myfile: Load the file later at any time with the load command. loading
myfile myfile file
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